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Town of Groton, New Hampshire
2018 Annual Town Report
Dedication of the Town Report 
The Select Board has chosen to dedicate the 2018 Town Report in loving memory 
of Pamela Ferriere. Pamela was born in Ware, Massachusetts on October 3, 1946. 
She grew up in the Connecticut area and graduated from Griswold High School, 
in Jewett City Connecticut, class of 1964. She resided most of her life in 
Connecticut. She became a permanent resident of Groton after summering in 
Groton for many years. 
 
Pamela worked most of her life in the health care field. She was a Certified 
Nursing Assistant, and a Medical Coder for the Hubbard Hospital, in Webster, 
Massachusetts and Speare Memorial Hospital, in Plymouth, New Hampshire. She 
most recently was a volunteer for the Day Away Program in Bristol, NH. 
 
Pamela was an avid Bible student and dedicated her life to church work and 
ministering to others. She attended the Rumney Baptist Church. 
 
Pamela was married to her husband of twenty years, Robert A. Ferriere who lives 
in Groton. Both Robert and Pamela were very involved in the community and in 
the Town of Groton. Pamela served as a Supervisor of the Checklist as well as 
assisting other committees in the Town. 
 
Pamela passed away on September 12, 2017 and is missed by everyone in the 
community. Pamela is survived by her husband Robert A. Ferriere, her sons 
Lloyd Frink, Travis Frink, Seth Frink, Bert Congdon, her grandchildren, her 
brothers, Wayne, Paul, George and Glen, her sisters, Malissa, Jean, Marilyn and 
Pauline, and many nieces and nephews.  
 
Hopefully you had the opportunity to meet Pamela. She was the sweetest person, 
had a smile that could light up any room and was a genuine, caring, loving and 
giving person. She will never be forgotten and the Town is thankful for her 
dedication, commitment and loyalty to the Town. 
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Elected Town Officials as of December 31, 2018
Select Board
Kyle Andrews                                       2020
John Rescigno                                       2021
Ron Madan                                            2019
Moderator
Tony Albert                                          2019
Treasurer
Darlene Andrews                                   2020
Trustees of the Trust Fund
Bernard Dauphinais                               2019
Michele Lacroix                             2020
Gina Rescigno                                 2021   
Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Ruth Millett                                           2021
Library Trustees
Elizabeth Jespersen                                2019
TBH                                                 2020
Ruth Gaffey                                            2019
Planning Board
Deb Johnson                                          2020
Glen Hansen                                          2019
Russell Carruth                                      2020
Dave LaBar                                           2021
Forest Blake                                          2021
Dave Madden                       2019
Kristina Brodie (alternate)
John Rescigno (Select Board Liaison)
Zoning Board
Glen Hansen                                           2019
Ann Joyce                                       2019
Robert Ellis                     2019
Gary Easson                            2019
TBH                                             2019
Cemetery Trustees
Elizabeth Jespersen                               2021
TBH                                                       2019
Jim Gaffey                           2019
Supervisors of the Checklist
Pamela Hamel                                         2022
Anne Tobine                                           2024
Gina Rescigno                                 2020
Local Auditor
TBH                                  2019
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Letter from the Groton Select Board
The Select Board would like to start out by thanking all board members, 
elected officials and committee members for their continued support, 
dedication and commitment to the town.  For without these loyal 
community members, we would not be a town.  We would also like to 
thank Ron Madden for filling in the vacant spot on the Select Board. 
Bubba and Sara have been working closely with FEMA throughout the 
year ensuring the town is reimburse for all of the money spent on the 
storm damage of 2017.  This has not been an easy task, they worked hard 
though meetings, e-mails and phone calls in order to receive the money 
that was due to the town. While Province Road may not be completely 
repaired from the 2017 storms, the Highway Department along with the 
help from an outside contractor, took a road that was impassable and 
created a road that allowed access to its previous end point. The Highway 
Department, once again with the help from an outside contractor, replaced 
many of the culverts on River Road.  They also cleaned and reshaped 
many of the ditches on the Road, thus creating a better flow of run-off 
water.
Phase one of North Groton Road was completed in 2018.  Part of the road 
was grounded and a coat of asphalt applied, the sides were finished and 
ditching completed.   In 2019 we would like to see the top coat applied, 
finishing this part of the road.  In order to maintain proper water flow in 
the ditches, yearly maintenance will be needed.  
The town also saw the completion of the Atwell/Orange Bridge.  The 
bridge was listed in the Hazardous Mitigation plan and was in need of 
replacement.  The replacement started in early 2018 and saw its 
completion in December of 2018.  
Although the town did not approve the new Town Garage, a new 
committee was formed.   This committee is working hard to create new 
plans to replace the garage that is in an area prevalent to flooding.  The 
garage is prone to flooding due to its proximity to the river and has seen 
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flooding in recent events.  This is problematic, as it creates an array of 
issues for the town.
The Citizens Planning Committee was formed in conjunction with the 
Planning Board in order to create zoning to up hold the Master Plan and to 
safeguard the town's rural settings. (Zoning to be voted on at the March 
2019 Town meeting)
Although the Police Department did not disband, the Police Chief 
struggled to find the needed part time help to fully staff the department.  In   
2018, EJ Thompson, the Police Chief, reigned creating an even larger void 
in the department.  The Select Board continued its search for part time 
police offers and a new chief.  Unfortunately, we were unable to fill any of 
the needed positions.  The Select Board reached out to the Sheriff's 
Department and State Police for part time patrolling of the town.  Due to 
issues with the state's contract, the town employed the Sheriff's 
Department to conduct patrolling of the town on select days and times.
The Transfer Station saw improvements in 2018 as well.  The building 
was painted and the electronic container moved.    Moving the container 
created easier access to the open containers enabling town citizen’s greater 
ease in throwing trash out.  
Progress was made in 2018 with the money that was so graciously given 
to the town by the wind farm for fire protection.  The Select Board along 
with Emergency Management decided that it would be in the town's best 
interest to install a fire pond.  We looked over several sites, looked in to 
easements and wetland regulations.  We have narrowed the sites down and 
plan on beginning the work in 2019.
The Select Board would like to especially thank Sara Smith for all of her 
hard work and dedication to the town.  Sara spends countless hours 
gathering the information needed so the Select Board can make educated 
decisions.  She sets up every meeting, keeps us in tune to deadlines, and 
controls the calendar by setting up meeting dates and times and much 
more.   She is also a resource for our departments and committees.  She is 
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willing to work outside of normal business hours in order to support the 
Select Board for special assignments.   Sara is a true asset to the town and 
Select Board. 
We look forward to servicing the town through 2019 and ask that more 
town citizens become involved in town meetings, elected positions and 
committees.
Respectfully submitted,
The Groton Select Board
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Town Clerk Report
JANUARY 1, 2018 – DECEMBER 31, 2018
Account Amount
Motor Vehicle Permits $127,509.00
Title Fees $390.00
Municipal Agent Fees $2,402.50
Building Permit Fees $355.00
Candidate Fees $6.00
Select Board Copy Fees $67.00
Town Clerk Copy Fees $14.00
Current Use Recording Fees $32.98




NSF Check Fee $35.00
Recycle Income $2,819.38
Town House Rental Fee $175.00
Welfare Reimbursement $278.25
Transfer Station Fees $2,296.00
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Local Auditor’s Report
I have recently completed an audit of the Town of Groton, New Hampshire
financial records and systems with the assistance of the Town Treasurer, Darlene 
Andrews.
The General Ledger and Treasurer records all reconciled and appeared to be in 





The 2018 MS-5 will be compiled by April 1, 2019. The Final Report should be 
ready for the public in April 2019. The completed document will be posted on the 
Town’s website, www.grotonnh.org and at the Town office.
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Trustees
Name Position Term Expires
Michele Lacroix Trustee 3/31/2020
Gina Rescigno Trustee 3/31/2021
Bernard Dauphinais Trustee 3/31/2019
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Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Assessment/Reavaluation 10/1/2012 $20,123.54
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$12,600.00 $7,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $19,600.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$215.11 $308.43 $0.00 $523.54
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Atwell Bridge 3/1/2006 $4,113.03
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$245,100.00 $65,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $311,090.00 ($990.00)
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$2,752.19 $2,350.84 $0.00 $5,103.03
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Cemetery General Maintenance 10/1/2011 $775.57
Type: Expendable Trust 
(RSA 31:19-a)
Purpose: Cemetery Trust (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$750.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $750.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$11.45 $14.12 $0.00 $25.57
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Common Fund 7/1/1963 $2,567.95
Type: Trust Purpose: Cemetery Perpetual Care How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$767.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $767.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$1,754.24 $46.71 $0.00 $1,800.95
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Conservation 7/1/2007 $107.55
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$100.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $100.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$5.59 $1.96 $0.00 $7.55






Report of Trust and Capital Reserve Funds
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Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Disaster Relief 12/1/2004 $29,197.88
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$36,689.00 $5,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $17,800.00 $23,889.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$4,611.26 $697.62 $0.00 $5,308.88
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Dump Site 7/1/1989 $6,309.83
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$1,382.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,382.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$4,813.05 $114.78 $0.00 $4,927.83
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Electronic Equip/Software 8/1/2018 $5,043.96
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$0.00 $5,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5,000.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$0.00 $43.96 $0.00 $43.96
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Fire Station & Equip 3/1/2005 $62,883.05
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Police/Fire How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$55,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $55,000.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$6,739.11 $1,143.94 $0.00 $7,883.05
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Groton Recreation Fund 6/1/1995 $817.31
Type: Expendable Trust 
(RSA 31:19-a)
Purpose: Parks/Recreation How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$790.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $790.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$12.46 $14.85 $0.00 $27.31
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Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Heavy Equipment 3/1/2006 $55,828.43
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$47,675.00 $5,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $52,675.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$2,179.01 $974.42 $0.00 $3,153.43
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Police Cruiser 1/1/1991 $22,611.21
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Police/Fire How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$16,000.00 $5,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $21,000.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$1,241.06 $370.15 $0.00 $1,611.21
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Preambulation 1/1/2009 $33,310.58
Type: Trust Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$32,246.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $32,246.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$458.62 $605.96 $0.00 $1,064.58
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Public Works 10/1/2014 $25,837.37
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$0.00 $25,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $25,000.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$573.23 $264.14 $0.00 $837.37
Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Town House Fund 12/1/1995 $41,252.02
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$34,500.00 $5,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $39,500.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$1,042.77 $709.25 $0.00 $1,752.02
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Fund Name Date Of Creation Fund EOY Balance
Truck Sander Fund 6/1/1989 $13,588.55
Type: Capital Reserve (RSA 
34/35)
Purpose: Capital Reserve (Other) How Invested: Public Deposit Investment Pool
Principal BOY Balance New Funds Unrealized Gains Realized Gains Cash Cap Gains Withdrawals EOY Fair Value
$15,000.00 $10,750.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $12,636.00 $13,114.00
Income BOY Balance Income Expended EOY Balance
$188.31 $286.24 $0.00 $474.55
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Groton Tax Totals
Tax Warrant: 2018P02 of 2
Number of Parcels: 751
Valuations
Non-Utility Land Value: 41,713,900
Current Use Credits: (12,977,110)
Non-Utility Improvements Value: 43,426,800
Utility Value: 11,843,060
Exempt Property Value: (2,891,800)
Valuation Before Exemptions: 81,114,850
Exemptions Applied: (350,000)
Net Valuation: 80,764,850
Net Non-Utility Valuation: 68,921,790
Net Utility Valuation: 11,843,060
Taxes
Total Property Tax: 1,082,417.00
Veterans Credits Applied: (16,484.00)
Commitment Amount: 1,063,305.00
Penalties: 2,628.00
First Bills Minus Abatements: 598,219.00
First Bills Exceeding Total Tax
Needing Refund: (11.00)
Adjusted First Bills: (598,208.00)
Total Tax Bills: 467,725.00
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
2018 Tax Rate Calculation
TOWN/CITY: GROTON
Gross Appropriations                1,137,769
Less: Revenue 817,184
Less: Shared Revenues         0
Add: Overlay 9,615
War Service Credits 17,500
Net Town Appropriation                                                        122,950
Special Adjustment                                                                              0
Approved Town/City Tax Effort 122,950                  TOWN RATE
     1.53
SCHOOL PORTION
Net Local School Budget (Gross Approp. - Revenue)                         0
Regional School Apportionment                                              728,935
Less: Adequate Education Grant                                                      (0)
State Education Taxes                                                (296,180)                   LOCAL
Approved School(s) Tax Effort                    432,755 SCHOOL RATE
          5.36
STATE EDUCATION TAX
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) x   2.390                                                              STATE
68,921,790                             296,180       SCHOOL RATE
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no utilities)         4.30
68,870,490
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County                                                                            227,180                                          
                                               COUNTY RATE
Approved County Tax Effort                                     227,180                   2.81
               TOTAL RATE
                      14.00
PROOF OF RATE
                        Assessed Value Tax Rate Assessment
State Education Tax  (no utilities) 68,870,490 4.30 296,180
All Other Taxes 80,713,550 9.70 782,885
1,079,065
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Welfare Assistance Report
In 2018, the Town saw a slight decrease in general assistance to Groton 
residents and authorized $3,106.68 in Vendor Assistance payments. 
2018 Expenditures
Grafton County Senior Citizens $500.00






Other- Temporary Living $0.00
Total Expenditures $3,106.68
Holiday volunteers once again collected money, food donations and gifts 
which were put into gift baskets that were distributed at Thanksgiving and 
at Christmas. Thank you to all who helped out.
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Map/Lot Land/           Building Acres Location Valuation Year Aquired
1-91 Land 5.11 North Groton Road 32,300$ 2015 tax deed
2-26 Land 8.5 Old Rumney Road 26,600$ 2011 tax deed
2-123 Land 47 North Groton Road 36,400$ 2006 tax deed
5-61 Land 0.5
  
adjacent to Garage 30,800$ 1992
6-61 Land 2.9 559 North Groton Road 50,700$ 2018 tax deed
7-36 Land 3.25 North Groton Road 32,300$ 2006 tax deed
10-12 Land 0.55 Halls Brook Road 500$ 2006 tax deed
10-22 Land 50 Old Rumney Road 56,100$ 1985 tax deed
10-29 Land 5 Halls Brook Road 8,800$ 2006 tax deed
10-40 Land 1 Halls Brook Road 2,600$ 2012 tax deed
1-50-CEM
Bailey Hill 
Cemetery 0.1 Bailey Hill Road 13,000$
2-57-CEM
North Groton 
Cemetery 0.69 North Groton Road 41,400$
2-114-CEM
River Road 
Cemetery 0.232 River Road 20,100$
2-114-CEMA
Jenny Decoste 
Smith Annex 0.464 River Road 35,900$ 2012
4-1-CEM
Kimball Hill 
Cemetery 0.1 Kimball Hill 10,800$
7-54-CEM
Rolfe Hill 
Cemetery 0.51 North Groton Road 38,600$
5-62
Town Garage & 
Former Offices 5 63 North Groton Road 119,700$
5-62-1
Conservation/  
Pond Area 1.6 North Groton Road 9,500$
Entrusted to Cons. 
Comm. 2008
5-136 Park 6.67 Sculptured Rocks Road 67,300$
6-1-3
Land- Future 
Town Garage 6 North Groton Road 36,700$
Purchased from Green 
Acre Woodlands 2015
6-55 Transfer Station 11.4 677 North Groton Road 85,500$
7-54 Town Hall 1 754 North Groton Road 239,500$
Schedule of Town Properties
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GROTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT 2018
Once again, the Police Department has experienced changes in personnel 
and is currently looking at the future of the Police Department.
The Chief of Police, EJ Thompson, retired in July. The Select Board and
the Town is very thankful to EJ for his years of service as a Police Officer
and for his service to the Town of Groton. We wish him the best in his future 
endeavors. 
After EJ retired, the Town advertised for part time officer positions. We did 
not have any luck filling these positions. Even though we didn’t have luck 
the Town does always have coverage in case of emergencies. The dispatch 
number, 536-3566, remains open and State Police responds to these calls. 
The Select Board also reached out to the State Police and the Sheriff’s 
Department for contracted services for patrol. At this time the Sheriff’s 
Department is patrolling the Town, working alternating shifts so that they 
are not always in the Town at the same time.
The Select Board held a meeting prior to the 2019 Town Meeting with the 
Townspeople to discuss their hopes for the future of the Police Department. 
This discussion will continue at Town Meeting in March so all residents are 
encouraged to attend and share their thoughts and concerns.
We thank the Townspeople for their patience in the absence of our own 
Police Department but we are encouraged that the Town will make the best 
decision in the best interest of all.
Respectfully submitted,
The Groton Select Board
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Groton Fire Chief’s Report 
Thank you one and all for all your vigilance where fire safety is concerned. Make 
sure you maintain your smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors. Good 
chimney maintenance is very important whether it is LP gas, oil or wood heat. 
Always clean out around any heating device and if you have auxiliary emergency 
power, keep the exhausts 10’ away from openings (windows and doors) and 
outside of your residence or garage. Safety is very important so please call if you 
have any questions.
Remember fire permits are required by law for any open outside burning when 
the ground is NOT completely covered by snow. Permits are issued for the 
burning of clean materials ONLY. If you have questions related to what can and 
cannot be burned this information is located on the back of your fire permit.
Permits can be obtained from the following people:
Roger Thompson Warden 786-2138 72 River Rd
Norm Willey Deputy Warden 744-5928 777 N. Groton Rd
Jeremy Haney Deputy Warden 254-6037 28 Smith Rd
Bill Oakley Deputy Warden 236-2269 22 Crosby Lane
Pattie Oakley Agent 520-4712 22 Crosby Lane
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Hebron Fire Department
Annual Report for 2018
In 2018 the Hebron Fire Department responded to 218 calls. Of that total, 
133 were medical emergencies. That compares with 206 for 2017 and 197 
for 2016. The calls break down as follows:
• 95 of the calls were in the Town of Groton, 94 calls were in 
Hebron, and 29 were mutual aid call to other neighboring towns. 
As members of the Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid Association Hebron has 
the obligation of providing assistance to the 35 communities that make up 
Lakes Region Mutual Aid when requested. Of course, that also means the 
Hebron Fire Department can request assistance from other towns when 
required. As per the Mutual Aid Agreement there are no bills sent or 
received for this assistance.
The Hebron Fire Department is a “Call” Department. That means that 
members are paid when they are called out for an emergency. The 
department also pays members per diem when station coverage is needed 
or for maintenance of vehicles and equipment. Members are not paid for 
meetings or monthly training. 
In analyzing the Department’s payroll it is interesting to note where the 
personnel hours were spent. 906.25 hours were spent handling 
emergencies in Groton, 805.25 hours in Hebron, and 442 hours on mutual 
aid calls. 
I have often said that there are three main categories when it comes to 
managing a fire department. Equipment, Training, and Personnel. 
Managing equipment means acquiring, and maintaining all the “stuff” a 
fire department needs to do the jobs that are required; from vehicles to 
pumps, hose, nozzles, protective clothing, SCBA, tools, to IV fluids, 
defibrillators, and band aids. I have to say, that at the present time the 
department is in good shape with regard to equipment.
Then there is training. I believe that no matter how good a department’s 
training is, it could always be improved. This is especially true in a call 
department. There are no full-time people in our department. There is 
usually no one at the station. Finding time in their busy lives for training is 
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always a challenge. That being said, the department has a very good 
emergency medical training program both in house and taking advantage 
of all the outside training opportunities. On the fire side we need some 
improvement. That is one of my goals for the coming year.
It is in the area of personnel that we face the biggest challenge. Of the 12 
EMT’s on the Department, five of the most active EMT’s are over the age 
of 70, including me! These are the people who are doing the majority of 
the emergency medical calls, which make up 61% of the Department’s 
activity. It is obvious that the next couple of years are going to bring big 
changes to the Department when these people retire. The other challenge 
is that many of the 27 members do not live in Hebron or Groton. Two live 
in Bristol, 2 in Plymouth, 2 in New Hampton, 1 in Alexandria. These are 
people who, even when available, cannot make the initial call. In addition, 
younger members, those under 60, have jobs (you’d think they’d just stay 
home and be available for calls). 
So what are we doing to deal with this issue? For one thing, we are 
encouraging department members (and anyone else who is interested) who 
are not EMT’s to take the course when it is offered. But it is not for the 
faint-hearted. It is a six-month course, which includes clinical time at a 
hospital and concludes with a practical exam and a written exam. Tuition 
is about $1,200, which the Town pays.  We were able find one person on 
the Department to take the EMT course in 2018. Still needs to take the 
practical. This is one of our members who lives in Plymouth. While I do 
not see big changes coming this year, I can envision the time in the near 
future when the Town hires EMT’s to be at the station. 
I believe that the people of Hebron and Groton deserve the best service 
possible. The challenge going into the future will be just how to provide 
that service.
As always, I want to thank the members of the Department for their 
dedication and commitment. Their resourcefulness makes it possible to 
meet the many demands of our active communities. And, I want to thank 
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Highway Department  
 
 
2018 was a challenging year as the new Road Agent.   
 
Major projects accomplished in 2018:  
• Reclaimed and paved almost 2 miles of North Groton Road with the 
finishing coat to hopefully take place in 2019.  There were four major 
culverts replaced during this project. 
• Ditched all of River Road and replaced three culverts with the help of 
Dave Leone.  
• Dave Leone was contracted to help the Highway Department replace three 
major culverts on Sculptured Rocks Road.  
• Mike Ethier was contracted to conduct drastic repairs on Province Road 
including replacing sixteen culverts and ditching the entire length of the 
road.  
• Mike Ethier was also contracted to repair the major culvert where the 
jersey barriers were located on Sculptured Rocks Road.  
• Coursey and Sons assisted with plowing and many repairs to Town 
equipment. 
• New Hampshire Electric Cooperative had contracted companies to cut 
back growth under the lines on all Town roads. 
• T.L.C. Tree and Crane Service completed cutting on Bailey Hill Road. 
• Received insurance reimbursement money and used the money to replace 
the truck, trailer and equipment that was destroyed in the October 2017 
storm. 
• Cleaned up the Town Garage inside and most noticeably outside. 
• The Atwell/Orange Brook Brook Bridge was replaced with some minor 
details to be finished in Spring of 2019. 
 
For 2019, we will continue to work with the building committee to have meetings 
to design and develop the new Town Garage across from the Transfer Station and 
continue to work with the road committee to improve the conditions of the Town 
roads. 
 
In 2018, we welcomed our newest member Fred Brooks to the department. Fred 
has been a hard worker and an asset to the Town. I would like to thank Fred 
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Brooks, Jeremy Haney, Norm Willey, Ron Madan and Sara Smith for their hard 
work and continued service and loyalty to the Town.  
  
In closing, I appreciate everyone’s patience as I took on the role as the Public 
Works Director. It has been a trying year with not much down time but has also 
been exciting. I am available on the nights of the Select Board meetings from 
6:30pm to 7:00pm, at the Town House, if any residents have any questions or 
concerns regarding the Highway Department. I will also provide the Town 
residents with Department updates at the Select Board meetings. I welcome any 
and all feedback that you may have. 
 
Thank you again for allowing us the opportunity to be of service to you. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Robert “Bubba” Ellis 
Highway Department 
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Road Committee
In 2018, the membership of the road committee saw resignations and new 
members.  The current Board consists of Tony Albert, Robert Ellis, Jeremy 
Haney, Dan Tobine, Ruth Millett, James Joyce, Ann Joyce and Roger Thompson. 
2018 provided $200,000 for the repair/reconstruction work to continue from the 
reclaimed area that was previously completed on North Groton Road.  The Road 
Committee met, discussing different options to complete this project.  It was 
approved by the majority of the board to reclaim 5010 linear feet, fine grade water 
compact 8625 linear feet, replace culverts, reestablish the ditch line and restore 
paved surface for 8625 linear feet to 21 feet wide with 2 foot shoulders where 
applicable.  Work was completed on this in September.  Of note:  Funds were not 
appropriated to complete shoulder work (8625 x 2) which is estimated to cost 
$16,000.
A road maintenance log was reviewed to track the type of road surface, length of 
road, type of work to be done, culvert location, what is completed each year and 
the priority level of repairs still needing to be done.
The Select Board approved a recommendation by the road committee to use funds 
from the Disaster Relief Capital Reserve Fund to have a portion of Sculptured 
Rocks Road ground, spread and compacted this year due to the storm damages 
from the previous storms.  
Province Road had 14 culverts provided by the town replaced which was paid 
with FEMA funding.  Edgar Albert and Bailey Hill Road had material spread and 
was york raked.  Bailey Hill also had tree work done by John Faucher.
For 2019, the Road Committee has worked with the Highway Department to 
submit a few warrant articles to assist in repairing the roads in Groton.
Finally, the Road Committee would like you to keep in mind that the Town has 
spent a considerable amount of money repairing storm damage to Sculptured 
Rocks Road and other roads in Town. FEMA is working with the Town to supply 
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funding but there is a 75%-25% match which means the Town needs to pay their 
25%. If the town does not opt to pay their 25% share, FEMA funding will be lost.
Respectfully Submitted
Road Committee:  Tony Albert, Robert Ellis, Jeremy Haney, Dan Tobine, Ruth 
Millett, James Joyce, Ann Joyce and Roger Thompson.
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Transfer Station
2018 was a very busy year at the Transfer Station. We instituted a metal 
collection dumpster which more than pays for itself in material handling costs and 
improves the overall appearance of the facility. We also relocated the electronics
storage bin to a more favorable position to improve the traffic flow. We have also 
started to put stone in the areas in front of the containers to reduce muddy 
conditions and provide better footing for everyone.
For 2019 we are hoping to finish the stonework, apply a second coat of stain to 
the buildings and pour a cement pad for the metal dumpster.
A reminder that all fees charged for electronics, furniture, tires, batteries, etc. 
reflect the actual cost to dispose of these items.
At this time the recyclable materials market remains very unstable and we will be 
monitoring fees closely in 2019.
It is a pleasure serving the people of Groton.
Respectfully submitted,
Norm Willey, Transfer Station Supervisor
Richard Cross, Transfer Station Attendant
Ron Madan, On Call Operator
 





“Partnering to make recycling strong through economic and environmentally sound solutions” 
 
Northeast Resource Recovery Association, 2101 Dover Road, Epsom, NH 03234 
Telephone: (603) 736-4401  or  1-800-223-0150   Fax: (603) 736-4402 







Dear NRRA Member, 
As a member of Northeast Resource Recovery Association (NRRA), your community has access to all the services of this 
first in the nation, 38-year old recycling cooperative. Your member-driven organization provides you with: 
 
 
▪ Up-to-date Technical Assistance in waste reduction and 
recycling including solid waste contract negotiations; 
▪ Cooperative Marketing to maximize pricing and Cooperative 
Purchasing to minimize costs; 
▪ Current Market Conditions and Latest Recycling Trends, both 
regionally and nationwide; 
▪ Innovative Programs (i.e. Dual Stream, Consolidation and Single 
Stream); 
▪ Educational and Networking Opportunities through our 
Annual Recycling Conference, our Monthly “Full of Scrap” email news, 
monthly Marketing meetings, members' only website, workshops and 
Fall Facility Tours; 
▪ NRRA School Recycling CLUB - a program to assist schools to 
promote or advance their recycling efforts; 
▪ NH DES Continuing Ed Credits; 
▪ NH the Beautiful Signs, Grants, Bins and Recyclemobiles. 
 
NRRA membership has grown to include more than 400 
municipalities, businesses and individuals in New Hampshire, 
Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Maine. NRRA, as a non-
profit organization, is unique in that we do not charge a “brokerage 
fee” or work to maximize profit gains, but rather has a minimal “Co-
op” Fee” which is re-invested to further your recycling programs and 
solid waste reduction efforts in schools and municipalities. 
 
Through your continued support and dedication, NRRA has assisted 




Please contact NRRA at 800-223-0150 / 603-736-4401 or visit our website at www.nrra.net 
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Congratulations for being such active recyclers! 
 
 
Below please find information on the positive impact your recycling has had on our 
environment. 
 
The recyclable materials listed below were sent to market to be remanufactured into new 









Here is only one benefit of recycling materials rather than 





0.8 tons Conserved 0.5 barrels of oil! 
 
Avoided Emissions: 
Recycling uses much less energy than making products from virgin resources, and using less energy means 
fewer greenhouse gases emitted into the atmosphere. 
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PEMI-BAKER SOLID WASTE 
DISTRICT 





 Littleton, NH 03561 
(603) 444-6303 ext. 2021 
pemibakerswd@gmail.com 
 
Nick Altonaga, Secretary   
   
 
Ashland – Campton – Danbury – Dorchester – Easton – Ellsworth – Franconia – Groton - Landaff – 
Lisbon – Littleton – Lyman  Plymouth –  Rumney - Sugar Hill – Thornton – Warren - Waterville Valley - 
Wentworth 
This past year, the Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District continued its cooperative efforts to 
promote waste reduction, increase recycling, and to provide residents with a means of 
properly disposing of their household hazardous waste (HHW).  
The District held two (2) one-day HHW collections, one in Littleton and the other in 
Plymouth.  A total of 237 households participated in the program.  It was estimated that 
over 8,200 tons of material was collected.  Total expenses for this year’s program 
(disposal costs, advertising, & insurance) were $23,344.00. The District was awarded a 
grant from the State of NH for $5,587, and received a $5,000 donation from Casella 
Waste. The net expenditures for the program were $12,757 (a cost of $0.46 per resident).  
In 2018, the District will once again hold collections in Littleton (Sunday, August 19th) 
and in Plymouth (Saturday, September 29th).  Individual residents can help to minimize 
the District’s disposal costs and reduce the toxicity of the waste stream by remembering a
few of these helpful tips; Buy only what you need.  If you have leftover product, properly 
store it so it will last.  Use biological controls and organic products for pests and diseases 
in the garden when feasible.  Apply chemical pesticides only as a last resort and be sure 
to follow the directions on the label.  Lastly, air-dry your leftover latex paint.  When 
completely dried, latex paint may be disposed of in your household trash.
The district also coordinated a fluorescent light bulb collection and recycling program, 
which involved all member towns. This year roughly 27,628 linear feet of fluorescent 
tubes was collected, as well as 3,247 compact fluorescent bulbs, and 1,644 units of
ballasts and batteries. The total cost for this effort was $4,161.31 covered by district dues. 
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PEMI-BAKER SOLID WASTE 
DISTRICT 





 Littleton, NH 03561 
(603) 444-6303 ext. 2021 
pemibakerswd@gmail.com 
 
Nick Altonaga, Secretary   
   
 
Ashland – Campton – Danbury – Dorchester – Easton – Ellsworth – Franconia – Groton - Landaff – 
Lisbon – Littleton – Lyman  Plymouth –  Rumney - Sugar Hill – Thornton – Warren - Waterville Valley - 
Wentworth 
When selling your recyclables, be sure to call multiple brokers as prices can vary 
between brokers.  Even small differences can add up to significant dollars over the course 
of a year.  Brokers also can offer a wide array of collection options (single-stream, co-
mingled, split loads, etc) to best suit your recycling facility.  What works for one town 
may not work for another, but no matter the circumstances, there are many possibilities 
for members to decrease waste and increase recycling efforts.  We are very fortunate to 
have some of the best municipal recycling programs in the State as well as a 
knowledgeable and innovative group of facility operators.  If your town has questions, 
issues, or concerns you would like to address, please use the resources you have 
available.  New Hampshire the Beautiful offers grants to NH communities to help with 
the purchase of recycling equipment.  Grants may total up to one-half of the purchase 
price of such things as balers, roll-off containers, collections bins, or other equipment that 
will assist a town in achieving a higher diversion rate.  More information on the grant 
program is available at www.nhthebeautiful.org.
As always, citizens interested in participating in the development of the District’s 
programs are welcome to attend the District’s meetings.  Information regarding the place 
and time of the meetings is available at all municipal offices and recycling centers. If at 
any time an individual community needs assistance in regards to their solid 
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Planning Board Report
Your Planning Board (‘PB”) has many functions, both non-regulatory and 
regulatory. The obligations and duties of the Board arise through state law.  
We were reminded of our obligations, when at a hearing for the proposed 
Zoning Ordinance, the PB responded to the question “Why did you bring a 
zoning proposal forward for resident consideration and why did you 
include what you did”? For those of you not present at that meeting, our 
answer is summarized here. 
The process started when the PB undertook the state mandated
requirement of revising and updating the towns Masterplan. A masterplan 
is a planning document that serves to examine and then guide the overall 
character, physical form, growth and development of a community. The
PB finalized Groton’s Plan in 2017 based on forums to gather resident 
priorities A workshop was held on August 15, 2012 and many comments 
received during public meetings and surveys sent in 2013 and 2015-2017.
One of the conclusions of the Masterplan, Groton is growing and 
population is denser, with the need for additional services. The only one 
way to achieve the community’s priorities is by being pro-active and 
passing protective regulations. Yes, it means compromise with your 
neighbors. However, to avoid the negative impacts associated with 
unwanted and unmanaged grow; it is worth it.
The process, which led us to community planning, has been as transparent 
as possible. The PB and Citizen Planning Committee held two Open 
Planning discussions and many public meetings before choosing the
planning tools and designing the proposed zoning to achieve and mirror 
the expressed priorities of Groton residents for a quiet, small town rural 
character with a clean environment and low tax rate. 
Respectfully submitted,
Groton Planning Board (Deborah Johnson (Chair), Russ Carruth, Ray 
Blake, Dave LaBar, Glen Hansen, Dave Madden, Kristina Brodie 
(alternate), John Rescigno (Select Board Liaison))
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Conservation Commission Report
The Mission of the Groton Conservation Commission is the promotion of public 
awareness and the protection of our natural resources. 
In 2018, the Conservation Commission began some new initiatives to assist in 
the preservation and conservation of Groton’s considerable natural resources. In 
addition, the Commission continued with some of the traditional activities that 
continue to be popular and well attended.
Working in cooperation with the Citizens Planning Committee, the Conservation 
Commission offered its input regarding the protection of resources in the zones 
proposed. 
A meeting was held to listen to concerns about a building project on Spectacle 
Pond and information was obtained through the Department of Environmental 
Services and the Loon Preservation Committee. 
Work has been completed on Phase 1 of the Natural Resources Inventory and 
discussions begun on Phase 2. 
The Commission started a new activity in April, the first of two road cleanups –
a natural fit for Earth Day.  Another was held before the fall leaves covered all 
the beer cans and trash.  The State DOT contributed plastic bags, safety vests and 
signs that a cleanup was in progress.  Thanks go out to all who helped from 10 
a.m. to noon and for a great lunch at the town house when work was done.  
Watch for upcoming dates in 2019 in local papers and on the town’s website.
The Fishing Derby continued to be the success it has been all along. Thanks go 
out to all who made the goodies for the greatest fishermen and women in 
Groton. Also, a great thank you to NH Fish and Game for matching the number 
of trout that the Conservation Commission purchased, and for providing an 
officer during the event for education and public awareness.
Groton is fortunate to be blessed with an abundance of Conservation Lands. We 
expect if weather cooperates to conduct public hikes on as many town trails as 
possible in 2019. These will be posted on the town website and local papers. 
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There is still room for new members, so come to the meetings anytime on the 




Gina Rescigno, Vice Chair
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Old Home Day Committee
Old Home Day was another success this year.  The turnout was high and 
the weather held out.  As usual, Old Home Day kicked off with the parade.  
Staring at the town garage and ending at the park, the parade passed many 
town residence who lined the streets.  Thanks to Bubba, the town vehicles 
shined like new.  Also in the parade were town children riding their bikes, 
classic cars and trucks, first responder vehicles and army jeeps from the 
past.  There was a wide variety of food for everyone to enjoy.  Thanks to 
Bubba and Ron for setting things up and the take down and Gary Easson
for taking care of the lighting.  The night would not have been a success if 
not for Janet and Mikayla's help in setting up, helping with the raffles and 
the take down.  A special thanks goes out to Ladders Thrift Shop of 
Plymouth for supplying many of the deserts and side dishes. The 
committee would like to specially thank Sara Smith for all of her help and 
support in gathering the needed information to make Old Home Day a 
success. Unfortunately there were no fireworks this year due to insurance 
regulations.  However, everyone enjoyed dancing and conversing with 
their fellow neighbors, the band played until the rain started and the crowd 
dispersed.  
Thank you all again, for taking the time to come out and play and stay 
tuned for what 2019 will bring.
Respectfully submitted,
Old Home Day Committee
Gina Rescigno, John Rescigno, Gary Easson, Ron Madan, Elizabeth 
Jespersen 
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Groton Recreation Committee
In the past few years the Groton Recreation Committee has been vacant. It
has been recommended that the Select Board combine the Recreation 
Committee and the Old Home Day Committee into one Community 
Events Committee. This still hasn’t happened as of yet.
With that said, members are still needed. The Select Board would like to 
encourage those with interest and passion to contact the Board so that a 
team of committee members can be formed to ensure that future 
recreational events and opportunities continue.
We ask for your feedback as we continue to look at ways to keep the 
community coming together and providing a place for families and friends 
to gather for events. Please let us know if you have ideas for ways that we 
can improve the Everett Hobart Memorial Park. 
If you are interested in holding an event at the park, please contact the 
Select Board office at (603)744-9190.
Respectfully submitted,
Groton Select Board
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GROTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Groton Historical Society would like to thank its members and friends for their 
ongoing encouragement and support as we continue to “Preserve Groton’s Past for 
Its Future.” 
For the 2018 Memorial Day Program, George Morrison presented “Vanished 
Veterans - NH's Civil War Monuments and Memorials.” The program was made 
possible by a grant from NH Humanities. As in the past, the program was followed 
by a light lunch supplied by GHS members and friends. There was an excellent 
turnout and Mr. Morrison has been invited back to present a new program this year. 
On October 28, 2018 GHS sponsored a program called: “Mary Baker Eddy-Her 
Life” presented by two members of Sanbornton’s Historical Society; Linda 
Salatiello and Evelyn Auger. Unfortunately, the program needs to be rescheduled 
due to an accident at the Town Office on the day the event was to happen.
The GHS Museum opened on May 15, 2018 with the annual spring tour of students 
from the Principia School in St. Louis, Missouri.
This year’s display theme was dedicated to our Military. The displays were created 
with items from the community and the GHS archives.  The open house was held 
on June 23. The museum was also open on July 14 and by appointment.
GHS was at the Hebron Fair on July 29.
Received as donations:
• Numerous items pertaining to the Dunklee family
• Old sign from Groton Hollow
• Diary of a Navy sailor 
Items Purchased:
• WWII Navy hat and belt buckle worn by Will Townsend
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Unfortunately, we were unable to produce a calendar for 2019. Plans for the winter 
include pulling together materials for a 2020 calendar, continuing the cataloguing 
project and developing new displays for 2019.
Thank you for your continued support of the Groton Historical Society.
GHS Board Members
Paul Cole (Building Manager) Roger Daniels (Vice President)
Pamela Hamel (Treasurer) Debra Lindsey (Secretary)
Sharon Nelson Kathy Sobetzer (President)
Steve “Slim” Spafford
Groton Historical Society, PO Box 50, Rumney, NH 03266
grotonhistorical@yahoo.com
The Groton Historical Society is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.
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Groton Public Library
In 2018 Groton residents have continued to enjoy free access to books, 
magazines, DVDs, as well as downloadable books, audios and programs 
through the Hebron Public Library. This has been made possible by a 
Memorandum of Understanding between the two towns that was passed as 
a warrant article in 2017.
Groton Library Trustees have ensured this arrangement will last 
throughout 2019.
Much loved Librarian Robin Orr has been absent for several months for 
medical reasons.  Groton Trustees helped Hebron keep the library open 
through that time.  Paula McKinley, MLS, has been hired as Interim 
Librarian.  
Much work has been accomplished and new programs such as book 
discussion groups have begun.  There are public computers, a printer and 
copier available to all.  Paula will help anyone who is interested in finding 
out more about downloadable books get started. 
Throughout the year, free WiFi as well as a computer and printer have 
been available for public use at the Groton Town Hall during business 
hours.
There is also an active Friends of the Hebron Library group which exists 
to plan programs and help support the mission of the Library.  We urge 
Groton residents to join this creative and lively group which meets at the 
Hebron Library on the first Monday of each month at 4:00 pm.
Groton still has boxes of books to remove from the Town House.  Any 
books still remaining after the Great Groton Give Away will be donated or 
discarded in the best way possible.
At present there are 21 Groton residents with library cards.  Each card may 
have multiple users in the case of families.  The Hebron and Groton 
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Library trustees have agreed that they will work on ways to publicize and 
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TAPPLY-THOMPSON COMMUNITY CENTER - 2018 Year in Review 
  
We are so very grateful for the amazing support we receive from all of you as donors, volunteers and 
cheerleaders of the TTCC.       
 
2018 has been a great year for us and we continue to be awed by what an amazing community we live in. 
Our Afterschool program numbers have increased to an average of 60 youth each day. The Teen Council, 
under the wonderful leadership of Regina Richford, has doubled in numbers this year with 38 teens. Last 
year this group raised $19,000 for our gym renovation which is due to be completed by the end of 
February. They have implemented new programs such as Parents Night Out, offered the Haunted 
Basement at Halloween, coached sports teams and come to volunteer in After School. We work closely 
with the High School and meet weekly with students at school to plan activities and fundraisers. This 
group has volunteered thousands of hours to run our teen dances, volunteer at all events and make 
improvements to our building. They are in the process of planning the replacement of the windows in the 
front of the TTCC.     
 
We are very proud to have been able to bring swim lessons back to the community. With the 
collaboration of the Town of Bristol we offer lessons at Cummings Beach for six weeks during the 
summer. This is so important for our kids that live in our lake community.   
 
Our Board held a Strategic Planning Workshop this year and are looking at what we need to do to 
continue our success. The Board and staff have built strong collaborations in our community and we are 
so fortunate to have the support of our eight Newfound Towns as well as the Newfound Area School 
District which allows us access to the school buildings for our many programs. Another major 
collaboration is with our NH Marathon event. This event is sponsored by the TTCC but the profits support 
not only our program but the Circle and Mayhew Programs as well.  We are on track to provide over 
$30,000 in program scholarships to our local kids this year. No child is ever denied access to a program 
for lack of financial means.  
   
The Westward Bound Teen Expedition traveled to California in August and were able to visit the 
Redwoods, Muir Woods, the Golden Gate Bridge and Alcatraz. The 14 High School students receive a ½ 
credit for their participation in this educational trip to National Parks and other areas each year.  
   
With the support of the Town of Bristol and our Newfound Babe Ruth League Commission we were able to 
install scoreboards at the Kelley Park Baseball & Softball fields. The Baseball Scoreboard was named in 
Memory of Ron Bucklin, a longtime Baseball Coach in our area. New steps were also installed at Wells 
Field through an Eagle Scout project by JW Cantwell. This year we also replaced the stairs and railings in 
the front of the building. The old concrete steps in front of the TTCC began to crumble last winter and 
we were able to replace them with granite steps that should last for many years to come.   
   
We are so grateful that so many choose the Tapply-Thompson Community Center as an organization to 
support. We promise you that your donations will make a difference to the youth and families in our 
Newfound Region. 
      
Thank you for believing in us. We are grateful for our Newfound Community!   
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40 Beacon Street East · Laconia NH 03246 · Tel 603-524-1100· Fax 603-528-0760 · www.lrmhc.org
Request for Groton Allocation in Fiscal Year 2019: $400.00
Lakes Region Mental Health Center (LRMHC), formerly Genesis Behavioral Health (GBH) is designated by the 
State of New Hampshire as the community mental health center (CMHC) serving the 24 towns that make up 
Belknap and southern Grafton Counties.  LRMHC provides Emergency Services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
to anyone in the community experiencing a mental health crisis, regardless of their ability to pay. Additionally, 
LRMHC provides  individual, group and family therapy; mobile crisis teams in the event a tragic event occurs 
that impacts a community at large, psychiatry; nursing; community support programs for people with severe and 
persistent mental illness; care management; community-based supports; housing; supported employment; 
substance use disorder treatment; and specialty services and evidence-based practices for children and their 
families, including trauma-focused therapy, art therapy and play therapy.  Child Impact seminars are offered in 
Laconia and Plymouth for divorcing families. LRMHC owns two handicapped accessible vans and provides 
transportation services to patients in the greater Plymouth and Laconia areas as a means to enhance access to care 
in this rural area.
Founded in 1966, LRMHC provides comprehensive, integrated mental health treatment for people living with -
and recovering from - mental illness and/or emotional distress.  In Fiscal Year 2018, LRMHC’s 190 employees 
served 4,067 children, adults and families. During this same time period, we provided over $1.2 million of charity 
care.
In Fiscal Year 2018, 9 residents of Groton received services from Lakes Region Mental Health Center, and 2 of these 
individuals utilized Emergency Services. LRMHC provided $488.00 in charitable care to Groton residents.  The age 
breakdown is as follows:
LRMHC is requesting $400.00 this year; which is a level funded request from last year. Your continued support will help 
us ensure the provision of 24/7 Emergency Services to people in crisis, as oftentimes emergencies are attributable to lack 
of health insurance and/or the financial resources necessary to seek preventative care.  For many, Emergency Services at 
LRMHC are the gateway into treatment.  Access to timely and effective treatment supports recovery, and minimizes further 
harm to the patient, the community, and other systems of care.  
An Investment from Groton will be leveraged with appropriations from other communities to offset the tremendous cost of 
staffing the Emergency Services program round the clock.  It will help us expand mental health services and increase 
awareness.  Similar to a municipal police or fire department, Emergency Services is a safety net for all residents of your 
town, not just those utilizing the service.  Your appropriation will ensure the provision of this essential service for the 
residents of your community and reduce the burden on your town.
Patients Served-Agency Charitable Care in $ Patients Served-ES
Children (0 to 17 years) 5 $488.00 1
Adults (18 to 61 years) 4 $.00 1
Elder (62 + years) 0 $.00 0
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What is a Mental Health Emergency?
A mental health emergency is a sudden change in the mental status of an individual due to a one-time event or as the 
result of a pre-existing mental illness.  Events causing a mental health emergency can include loss of job, divorce, natural 
disaster or the sudden loss of a loved one. A mental health emergency can occur at any time to anyone, regardless of age, 
gender or class. Symptoms of a mental health emergency can include, but are not limited to:
• Suicidal or homicidal thoughts
• Feelings of desperation or anxiety
• Delusional thoughts
• Risk of harm to self or others
What are Emergency Services?
Emergency Services are provided by LRMHC in accordance with regulations governing community mental health centers 
in the State of New Hampshire.  Services include access 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,  to Master’s level clinicians and 
psychiatrists by individuals of all ages, hospitals, schools, police and others experiencing or dealing with a mental health 
emergency.  The goal of Emergency Services is to reduce the individual’s acute psychiatric symptoms, decrease risk of 
harm to self and others and assist in returning the individual to pre-crisis level functioning.  Emergency Services are 
provided through a 24-hour emergency hotline, mobile crisis response, crisis stabilization, assessments and evaluation and 
voluntary/involuntary hospitalization.  Services are provided in person, over the telephone and via telehealth to ensure 
rapid access to care.
How does the town benefit?  Why should you invest in Emergency Services?
Sadly, today we have a greater understanding of the devastating effects of a mental health crisis.  We may get a glimpse of 
it in when a tragic event affects our own community:  a horrific crime, a suicide, the aftermath of an accident.  The role of
the LRMHC Emergency Services team is not simply to work with the individual in crisis, but to work with the community 
in its wake.  This may include meeting with emergency responders as they cope with a difficult case or with school 
children and teachers as they mourn the loss of a classmate and student.
An investment from the town will be leveraged with appropriations from other communities to offset the tremendous cost 
of staffing the Emergency Services program round the clock.  It will help us expand mental health services and increase 
awareness.  Similar to a municipal police or fire department, Emergency Services is a safety net for all residents of your 
town, not just those utilizing the service.  Your appropriation will ensure the provision of this essential service for the 
residents of your community and reduce the burden on your town.
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Main Office: 610 Sullivan Street, Berlin, New Hampshire 03570 
Coös County (603)752-3248    Carroll County (603)323-7400    Grafton 
County (603)968-3560
www.tccap.org
Community Contact Offices are the Outreach Offices of Tri-County Community 
Action Program, Inc. (TCCAP) Energy Assistance Program, providing access to 
apply for fuel, electric and weatherization services.   
 
Community Contact Offices provide outreach services to households applying 
for energy assistance programs; Fuel Assistance, Electric Assistance and 
Weatherization.  Households have the option to apply in person at the office, or 
through a convenient method of their choice; phone, mail, internet 
(downloading and mailing completed application).  The various methods of 
applying provide households with the opportunity to apply for the necessary 
assistance to meet their households most basic needs, while not having to incur 
additional costs or inconvenience; missed work, gas expenditure, child care, etc.  
TCCAP’s Energy Assistance Program has found that the greater majority of 
clients are now utilizing the alternative methods of applying for assistance 
versus the old method of a face-to-face intake appointment.   
 
During the agency’s fiscal year 2018; July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018, Community 
Contact Offices throughout Coos, Carroll and Grafton Counties provided services 
to 5,984 households through $6.1MM in Fuel Assistance, $2.1MM in Electric 
discounts, $1.2MM in Weatherization, and $296,000 in food value distributed to 
local food banks; totaling $9.6 MM in total assistance distributed to our 
neighbors in need.  Community Contact does not charge a fee for services 
provided, and services are available for all income eligible households. 
 
TCCAP and our Community Contact Offices are dedicated to provide services all 
residents of Coos, Carroll and Grafton County’s residents.  The agency thanks all 
communities we serve for their financial support of the program, so that we 






Energy Assistance Services Program Manager 





Primary Care Medicine        Behavioral Health       Dental Care  
m idsta tehea l th .org  
 
 Plymouth Office:   101 Boulder Point Drive  PH (603) 536-4000  FAX (603) 536-4001 
      Bristol Office:   100 Robie Road  PH (603) 744-6200  FAX (603) 744-9024 
 Mailing Address:   101 Boulder Point Drive  Suite 1  Plymouth, NH 03264 
 
 
Town of Groton 
 
Mid-State’s mission is to provide high quality health care services to the community, 
regardless of a person’s ability to pay.  Mid-State’s sliding fee scale program ensures 
everyone has access to health care, especially those who might go without due to cost.  
Through our sliding fee scale program, Mid-State provided $1,030,530 in uncompensated 
charity care to the region in the past year.  Local support is essential to ensure we are able to 
continue to help the under and uninsured in your community.   
 
Mid-State’s services go beyond medical care by offering a wide variety of options to help 
patients reach their best health.  Mid-State now offers onsite infusion therapy and expanded 
oral health prevention services to its Plymouth location.  Mid-State continues to offer a 
school-based oral health program in the Newfound Area schools providing onsite oral health 
education and hygiene services.  Mid-State is also working to address the opioid epidemic 
by offering outpatient substance use disorder treatment in both its locations, including for 
those community members with Medicaid or who need a sliding fee scale. 
 
Service we offer: 
 Primary Medical Care for all ages  
 Behavioral Health Services – counseling for individuals and families 
 Substance Use Disorder Treatment – including Medication Assisted Treatment for 
opioid dependence 
 Dental & Oral Health Care (Bristol office)  
 Dental Hygiene (Plymouth office)  
 Onsite Pharmacy in Plymouth   
 Financial Assistance – Sliding Fee Scale is available for all services for those eligible 
 Enrollment Assistance for the Marketplace, Medicare and Medicaid 
 
Mid-State’s Year in Review (June, 2017 - July, 2018) 
 Number of unduplicated patients served:  
o Medical: 10,564  
o Dental: 1,447  
o Behavioral Health: 853 
 Number of Visits: 
o Medical: 32,037  
o Dental: 3,441  
o Behavioral Health: 5,121 
 Total cost of uncompensated charity provided: $1,030,530 
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2018 Annual Report to Newfound Watershed 
Towns
Newfound Lake Region Association
(603) 744-8689 / www.NewfoundLake.org
In 2018, the Newfound Lake Region Association (NLRA) continued working with watershed towns, businesses, 
summer camps, partner organizations, and permanent and seasonal residents to steward Newfound’s clean water 
and healthy forests. Highlights for 2018 include:
• Completed our 32d consecutive year of water quality sampling and analysis in Newfound Lake. Lake 
remains better than average, but non-invasive algal blooms becoming more common due to increasing 
water temperatures.
• Continued sampling tributaries and headwater streams at 35 locations. The extensive, healthy forests 
covering the hillsides that form the upland drainages are the reason for our clean water.
• Worked with NHDES and local partners to evaluate lake level management and how to reduce shoreline 
erosion.
• Funded materials to repair road culverts and drainage in Alexandria and Groton.  Completed North 
Shore Rd. and Sleepy Hollow drainage improvements with watershed grant funds and $210,000 from 
NHDOT.  Remaining grant funds of ~$25,000 committed to Town stormwater projects through 2019.
• Provided ~$22,000 to Bristol, Groton, and Hebron to assist with land-use planning and Master Plan 
revisions. 
• Coordinated Lake Host program to prevent milfoil and other invasive species from entering Newfound 
Lake.  In 2018 paid and volunteer personnel inspected over 3,000 boats.
• Completed extensive restoration landscaping at our Grey Rocks Conservation Area, including multiple 
volunteer work days and our professional partners.  Provided public access to Lake and land for 100s of 
visitors.
• In partnership with Newfound Audubon, hosted over 300 passengers on our educational Newfound Eco-
Tours, a two-hour narrated expedition around Newfound Lake on our pontoon boat Madelaine.
• Coordinated fourth annual Lake Week, providing fun outdoor educational experiences to families and 
individuals.  Co-sponsored fourth Watershed Outdoor Week (WOW!) with Tapply-Thompson 
Community Center. 
• Hired three local youth students for second year of Newfound Youth Conservation Corps.  NYCC works
with homeowners to reduce stormwater pollution and flooding.
You can help protect clean water, the local economy, and your property values by preventing stormwater 
pollution on your own property, encouraging Towns to adopt low-impact development ordinances, and 
conserving land. NLRA can assist you with any and all of these positive actions.
Thanks to all our supporters – see you around the Watershed!
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Office of the Town Clerk/Tax Collector
754-A North Groton Road
Groton, NH 03241
(603) 744-8849
Don’t Forget to Register Your Dog! 
All dog licenses are due by April 30th. If they are not licensed by June 1 
there will be a forfeit of $25.00 and a fine of $1.00 monthly.
License Fees are:
Male or Female $9.00
Spayed or Neutered $6.50
First Dog for Owner over 65 $2.00





Just a reminder, Town Clerk/Tax Collector Office hours are:
Monday, Wednesday & Friday 9:00am – 4:00pm
Tuesday                                                             4:00pm – 6:00pm












Annual Report of District One Executive Councilor Joseph Kenney 
January 3rd, 2018 
  
       Moving into 2019, this will be my last year as your Executive Councilor, I have thoroughly enjoyed serving you and working        
       with many great local, county and state officials.  I have been honored and grateful to have your trust for the past five years. 
  
The Governor, Executive Council and Legislature have worked on many important issues such as the heroin, fentanyl and 
opioid crisis, workforce development, infrastructure improvement, school safety infrastructure, youth and family services and 
protection of our natural resources. 
  
In 2018, I was proud to be a part of the Friendship House dedication in Bethlehem, the Fifth Glen House Hotel dedication 
near Mount Washington, the State Liquor store dedications in Colebrook and Lancaster and state land transfer near 
Mascoma Lake Park in Enfield.  I have worked with dozens of small business owners to assist them throughout the 
regulatory process to open their businesses.  The State is moving forward in a positive direction to sell the Rumney and 
Shelburne rest stop areas that have been closed for many years.  I remain close to the Lakeshore Redevelopment Planning 
Commission in the development of the “Old State Property” in Laconia.  Many communities such as Newport, Colebrook 
and Bristol are going through economic development revitalization and I have assisted them with funding ideas and with 
state and federal contacts. 
  
There are over a thousand volunteers who serve on our State Boards and Commissions.  I have had the pleasure to vote 
for many of them in District 1.  The Council has confirmed 6 Circuit Court Judges, 2 Superior Court Judges and 1 State 
Supreme Judge(s) in 2018.  In 2018, there were1.7 billion dollars in expenditures, 6.4 billion in working capital and the 
Council passed 1775 contract items. 
  
The Ten Year Transportation Improvement Plan, working with the NHDOT and the Regional Planning Commissions will 
commence in the New Year.  The new Council will address the needs of the State and conduct hearings later in the summer 
and subsequently pass on a plan to the Governor for his consideration prior to it going to the NH Legislature.  In the past, 
the plan has focused on preservation, maintenance and safety of existing pavement and bridge infrastructures throughout 
the state.  Over $16 million in federal funds was provided to NH for the Congestion, Mitigation, and Air Quality (CMAQ) 
program of which 16 grant applications were accepted.  One of those grants, is the Conway Rec Path Project for $1.2 
million. Contact William Watson at NHDOT for any additional details at 271-3344. 
  
The Governor and Council are looking for volunteers to serve on the dozens of state boards and commissions.  If you are 
interested, please send your resume to Governor Chris Sununu, State House, 107 North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301, 
attention Eliot Gault Director of Appointments/Liaison or at (603) 271-8790.  A complete list of all state boards and 
commissions is available at the NH Secretary of State website at www.sos.nh.gov/redbook/index.htm 
  
The Executive Council office has available the following informational items:  NH Constitutions, tourist maps,    consumer 
protection handbooks, etc.  Some Councilors periodically email their weekly schedule and other items of note.  If you would 
like to be included on this list, contact our office at 271-3632.  There is also an active internship program for college 
students and others who might be interested so please contact our office to discuss this with our staff at any time.  
  
Best Regards - Joe 
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TOWN OF GROTON
SELECT BOARD OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Thursday:               8:00-4:00






The 1st and 3rd Tuesday Evening of the 
month: 7:00 pm
Please call 744-9190 by noon on Mondays






Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 9:00-4:00
Tuesday evenings:                     4:00-6:00
All other times by appointment
Ruth Millett






















Road Agent: Robert Ellis
744-3758
 
 
